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Abstrat
In nonlinear voter models the transitions between two states depend in a nonlinear manner
on the frequenies of these states in the neighborhood. We investigate the role of these
nonlinearities on the global outome of the dynamis for a homogeneous network where eah
node is onneted to m = 4 neighbors. The paper unfolds in two diretions. We rst develop
a general stohasti framework for frequeny dependent proesses from whih we derive
the marosopi dynamis for key variables, suh as global frequenies and orrelations.
Expliit expressions for both the mean-eld limit and the pair approximation are obtained.
We then apply these equations to determine a phase diagram in the parameter spae that
distinguishes between dierent dynami regimes. The pair approximation allows us to identify
three regimes for nonlinear voter models: (i) omplete invasion, (ii) random oexistene,
and  most interestingly  (iii) orrelated oexistene. These ndings are ontrasted with
preditions from the mean-eld phase diagram and are onrmed by extensive omputer
simulations of the mirosopi dynamis.
PACS : 87.23.C Population dynamis and eologial pattern formation, 87.23.Ge Dy-
namis of soial systems
1 Introdution
In biologial systems, the survival of a speies depends on the frequenies of its kin and its foes
in the environment [3, 30℄. In some ases, the hane of survival of a ertain speies improves
as the frequeny of its kind inreases, sine this might enhane the hane for reprodution or
other benets from group interation. This is denoted as positive frequeny dependene. In other
ases a negative frequeny dependene, that is the inrease of the survival hane with dereasing
frequeny, is observed. This is the ase, when individuals ompete for rare ressoures. Moreover,
negative frequeny dependene is known to be important for maintaining the geneti diversity
in natural populations [25, 39℄.
Frequeny dependent dynamis are not only found in biologial systems, but also in soial and
eonomi systems [2, 8, 22, 27, 35, 40, 43, 53℄. In demoraies, a simple example is a publi
vote, where the winning hanes of a party inrease with the number of supporters [7, 12℄. In
1
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eonomis, e.g. the aeptane of a new produts may inrease with the number of its users
[36℄. In stok markets, on the other hand, positive and negative frequeny dependenies may
interfere. For instane, the desire to buy a ertain stok may inrease with the orders observed
from others, a phenomenon known as the herding eet, but it also may derease, beause traders
fear speulative bubbles.
In general, many biologial and soio-eonomi proesses are governed by the frequeny depen-
dent adoption of a ertain behavior or strategy, or simply by frequeny dependent reprodution.
In order to model suh dynamis more rigorously (but less onrete), dierent versions of voter
models have been investigated. The voter model denotes a simple binary system omprised of N
voters, eah of whih an be in one of two states (where state ould stand for opinion, attitude, or
oupation et.), θi = {0, 1}. Here, the transition rate w(θ|θ
′) from state θ′ to state θ is assumed
to be proportional to the frequeny fθ. In this paper, we extend this approah by assuming a
nonlinear voter model, where the frequeny dependene of the transition rate, w(θ|θ′) = κ(f) fθ,
inludes an additional nonlinearity expressed in terms of the (frequeny dependent) prefator κ.
Linear voter models have been disussed for a long time in mathematis [13, 21, 28, 29℄. Reently,
they gained more attention in statistial physis [5, 6, 9, 10, 14, 16, 27, 31, 38, 45, 46, 48, 49, 51℄
beause of some remarkable features in their dynamis desribed in Set. 2.2. But voter models
also found the interest of population biologists [19, 23, 24, 30, 34, 37℄
Dependent on how the frequeny fθ is estimated, one an distinguish global from loal voter
models. In the latter ase the transition is governed only by the loal frequeny of a ertain state
in a given neighborhood. In ontrast to global (or mean-eld) models, this leads to loal eets
in the dynamis, whih are of partiular interest in the urrent paper. If spae is represented by a
two-dimenional lattie and eah site is oupied by just one individual, then eah speies oupies
an amount of spae proportional to its presene in the total population. Loal eets suh as
the oupation of a neighborhood by a partiular speies or the adoption of a given opinion in a
ertain surrounding, an then be observed graphially in terms of domain formation. This way,
the invasion of speies (or opinions) in the environment displays obvious analogies to spatial
pattern formation in physial systems.
Physiists have developed dierent spatial models for suh proesses. One reent example is
the so-alled Sznajd model [4, 7, 44℄ whih is a simple ellular automata (CA) approah to
onsensus formation (i.e. omplete invasion) among two opposite opinions (desribed by spin up
or down). In [4℄, we have shown that the Sznajd model an be ompletely reformulated in terms of
a linear voter model, where the transition rates towards a given opinion are diretly proportional
to the frequeny of the respetive opinion of the seond-nearest neighbors and independent of
the nearest neighbors.
Other spatial models are proposed for game-theoretial interations among nearest neighbors
[33, 50℄. Here, the dynamis are driven by loal payo dierenes of adjaent players, whih
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basially determine the nonlinearity κ(f). Dependent on these payo dierenes, we ould derive
a phase diagram with ve regimes, eah haraterized by a distint spatio-temporal dynami
[42℄. The orresponding spatial patterns range from omplete invasion to oexistene with large
domains, oexistene with small lusters, and spatial haos.
In this paper, we are interested in the loal eets of frequeny dependent dynamis in a ho-
mogeneous network, where eah site has m = 4 nearest neighbors. In this ase, the nonlinearity
κ(f) an be simply expressed by two onstants, α1, α2. This is a speial form of a nonlinear
voter model, whih for α1 < α2 < 0.5 also inludes majority voting and for α1 > α2 > 0.5
minority voting. We investigate the dynamis of this model both analytially and by means of
omputer simulations on a two-dimensional stohasti CA (whih is a speial form of a homoge-
neous network with m = 4). The latter one was already studied in [30℄, in partiular there was
a phase diagram obtained via numerial simulations. In our paper, we go beyond that approah
by deriving the phase diagram from an analytial approximation, whih is then ompared with
our own simulations.
In Sets. 2, 3.1 we introdue the mirosopi model of frequeny dependent invasion and demon-
strate in Sets. 4.1, 4.5 the role of α1, α2 by means of harateristi pattern formation. Based
on the mirosopi desription, in Set. 3.2 we derive the dynamis for the global frequeny
x(t), whih is a marosopi key variable. An analytial investigation of these dynamis is made
possible by pair approximation, Set. 3.3, whih results in a losed-form desription for x(t)
and the spatial orrelations c1|1(t). In Set. 5.1, we verify the performane of our analytial ap-
proximations by omparing them with averaged CA omputer simulations. The outome of the
omparison allows us to derive in Set. 5.2 a phase diagram in the (α1, α2) parameter spae, to
distinguish between two possible dynami senarious: (i) omplete invasion of one of the speies,
with formation of domains at intermediate time sales, and (ii) random spatial oexistene of
two speies. A third dynami regime, the nonstationary oexistene of the two speies on long
time sales together with the formation of spatial domains, an be found in a small, but extended
region that separates the two dynami regimes mentioned above. We further disuss in Set. 6
that the usual distintions for the dynamis, suh as positive or negative frequeny dependene,
do not neessarily oinide with the dierent dynami regimes. Instead, for positive frequeny
dependene, all of the three dierent dynami regimes (and the related spatio-temporal patterns)
are observed. In the Appendix, alulation details for the pair approximation are given.
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2 Formal Approah to Voter Models
2.1 Dening the system
We onsider a model of two speies labeled by the index σ = {0, 1}. The total number of
individuals is onstant, so the global frequeny xσ (or the share of eah speies in the total
population) is dened as:
N =
∑
σ
Nσ = N0 +N1 = const.
xσ =
Nσ
N
; x ≡ x1 = 1− x0 (1)
In the following, the variable x shall refer to the global frequeny of speies 1.
The individuals of the two speies are identied by the index i ∈ N and an be seen as nodes
of a network. A disrete value θi ∈ {0, 1} indiates whether the node is oupied by speies
0 or 1. The network topology (speied later) then denes the nearest neighbors ij of node i.
In this paper, we assume homogeneous networks where all nodes have the same number m of
nearest neighbors. For further use, we dene the loal oupation θi of the nearest neighborhood
(without node i) as:
θi = {θi1 , θi2 , ..., θim} (2)
A spei realization of this distribution shall be denoted as σ, while the funtion η
i
(σ) assigns
σ to a partiular neighborhood θi:
σ ={σ1, σ2, ..., σm}
η
i
(σ) ={θi1 =σ1, θi2 =σ2, ..., θim=σm}
(3)
For later use, it is onvenient to dene these distributions also for the nearest neighborhood
inluding node i:
θ0i ={θi, θi1 , θi2 , ..., θim} = θi ∪ {θi}
σ0 ={σ, σ1, σ2, ..., σm}
η0
i
(σ0) ={θi=σ, θi1 =σ1, θi2 =σ2, ..., θim=σm}
(4)
For m = 4, σ0 denotes a binary string, e.g. {01001}, where the rst value σ refers to the enter
node and the other values σj ∈ {0, 1} indiate the partiular values of the nearest neighbors.
The assignment of these values to a partiular neighborhood θ0i of node i is then desribed by
η0
i
(σ0).
In the voter model desribed in the following setion, the dynamis of θi is governed by the
oupation distribution of the loal neighborhood. that surrounds eah node i. Using a stohasti
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approah, the probability pi(θi, t) to nd node i in state θi therefore depends in general on the
loal oupation distribution θi of the neigborhood (eqn. (2), in the following manner:
pi(θi, t) =
∑
θ′i
p(θi, θ
′
i, t) (5)
Hene, pi(θi, t) is dened as the marginal distribution of p(θi, θi, t), where θ
′
i in eqn. (5) indiates
the summation over all possible realizations of the loal oupation distribution θi, namely 2
m
dierent possibilities.
For the time dependent hange of pi(θi, t) we assume the following master equation:
d
dt
pi(θi, t) =
∑
θ′i
[
w(θi|(1−θi), θ
′
i) p(1−θi, θ
′
i, t)
−w(1−θi|θi, θ
′
i) p(θi, θ
′
i, t)
]
(6)
where w(θi|(1−θi), θi) denotes the transition rate for state (1−θi) of node i into state θi in the
next time step under the ondition that the loal oupation distribution is given by θi. The
transition rate for the reverse proess is w(1−θi|θi, θi). Again, the summation is over all possible
realizations of θi, denoted by θ
′
i. It remains to speify the transition rates, whih is done in the
following setion.
2.2 Linear and Nonlinear Voter Models
Our dynami assumptions for the hange of an individual state θi are taken from the so-alled
voter model (see also Set. 1), abbreviated as VM in the following. The dynamis is given by
the following update rule: A voter, i.e. a node i ∈ N of the network, is seleted at random and
adopts the state of a randomly hosen nearest neighbor j. After N suh update events, time is
inreased by 1.
The probability to hoose a voter with a given state σ from the neighborhood ij of voter i is
diretly proportional to the relative number (or frequeny) of voters with that partiular state
in that neigborhood. Let us dene the loal frequenies in the neighborhood as:
fσi =
1
m
m∑
j=1
δσθij ; f
(1−σ)
i = 1− f
σ
i (7)
where δxy is the Kroneker delta, whih is 1 only for x = y and zero otherwise. Then the transition
rate of voter i to hange its state θi does not expliitly depend on the loal distribution θi,
but only on the oupation frequeny fσi , i.e. on the number of nodes oupied by either 0 or
1 in the neighborhood of size m. Hene, the VM desribes a frequeny dependent dynamis:
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the larger the frequeny of a given state in the neighborhood, the larger the probability of a
voter to swith to that partiular state if it is not already in that state. I.e. the transition rate
w(1−θi|θi=σ, f
σ
i ), to hange state θ inreases only with the loal frequeny of opposite states,
f1−σi , in the neighborhood:
w(1−θi|θi=σ, f
σ
i ) = γf
1−σ
i (8)
The prefator γ determines the time sale of the transitions and is set to γ = 1. Eqn. (8, desribes
the dynamis of the linear VM beause, aording to the above update rule, the rate to hange
the state is diretly proportional to the frequeny.
The linear (or standard) VM has two remarkable features. First, it is known that, starting from
a random distribution of states, the system always reahes a ompletely ordered state, whih is
often referred to as onsensus in a soial ontext, or omplete invasion in a population biology
ontext. As there are individuals with two dierent states, the omplete ordered state an be
either all 0 or all 1. Whih of these two possible attrators of the dynamis is eventually reahed,
depends (in addition to stohasti utuations) on the initial global frequeny, i.e. x(t = 0).
It has been shown that, for an ensemble average, the frequeny of the outome of a partiular
onsensus state 1 is equal to the initial frequeny x(t = 0) of state 1. This seond remarkable
feature is often denoted as onservation of magnetization, where the magnetization is dened as
M(t) = x1(t)−x0(t) = 2x(t)−1. Hene, onsensus means |M | = 1. Thus we have the interesting
situation that, for a single realization, the dynamis of the linear VM is a utuation driven
proess that, for nite system sizes, always reahes onsensus, whereas on average the outome
of the onsensus state is distributed as x(0).
The (only) interesting question for the linear VM is then how long it may take the system
to reah the onsensus state, dependent on the system size N and the network topology. The
time to to reah onsensus, Tκ, is obtained through an average over many realizations. As the
investigation of Tκ is not the fous of our paper (see [20, 26, 49℄), we just mention some known
results for the linear VM : One nds for one-dimensional regular latties (d = 1) Tκ ∝ N
2
and
for two-dimensional regular latties (d = 2) Tκ ∝ N logN . For d > 2 the system does not always
reah an ordered state in the thermodynami limit. In nite systems, however, one nds Tκ ∼ N .
While the linear VM has some nie theoretial properties, it also has several oneptual disad-
vantages when applying the model to a soial or population biologial ontext. First of all, the
voters do not vote in this model, they are subjet to a random (but frequeny based) assignment
of an opinion, without any hoie. Seondly, the state of the voter under onsideration does not
play any role in the dynamis. This an be interpreted in a soial ontext as a (blind) herding
dynamis, where the individuals just adopt the opinion of the majority. In a population model
of two ompeting speies, it means that individuals from a minority speies may be replaed by
those from a majority speies without any resistane.
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In order to give voter i at least some weight ompared to the inuene of its neighbors ij , one an
simply ount its state θi into the loal frequeny f
σ
i , i.e. instead of eqs. (2), (3) we may use eqn.
(4). Using for voter i the notation θi ≡ θi0 (i.e j=0), we an still use eqn. (8) for the transition
rates, with the notiable dierene that the loal frequeny fσi of eqn. (7) is now alulated
from a summation that starts with j = 0. The expliit onsideration of θi thus has the eet of
adding some inertia to the dynamis. In fat, extending the summation to j = 0 multiplies the
transition rate, eqn. (8), by a fator m/(m + 1), where m is the number of nearest neighbors.
I.e., for m = 4 a loal onguration σ0 = {01001} would lead to a transition rate w(1|0) = 0.5
without the additional inertia, but w(1|0) = 0.4 by ounting in the state of voter i. I.e., taking
into aount the state of voter i onsiderably redues the transition rate towards the opposite
state.
We nd it useful for oneptual reasons to inlude some resistane into the model and therefore
will use from now on the desription whih takes the urrent state of voter i into aount. This
also has the nie advantage that for the ase m = 4, whih desribes e.g. square latties, we
avoid stalemate situations, w(1− θ|θ) = 0.5. However, we note that the addition of the onstant
resistane does not hange the dynamis of the model, as it only adjusts the time sale towards
a new fator γ′ = (m/m+ 1) γ. So, keeping m onstant and equal for all voters, we an resale
γ′ = 1.
We note that there are of ourse other ways to give some weight to the opinion of voter i. In
[46, 47℄, we have disussed a modied VM, where voters additionally have an inertia νi ∈ [0, 1]
whih leads to a derease of the transition rate to hange their state:
wR(1− θi|θi) = (1− νi) w(1 − θi|θi) (9)
Here w(1 − θ|θ) is given by the linear VM, eqn. (8). The individual inertia νi is evolving over
time by assuming that it inreases with the persistene time τi the voter has been keeping its
urrent state. While this intertia may slow down the mirosopi dynamis of the VM and thus
may inrease the time to reah onsensus, Tκ, we found the ounterintuitive result that under
ertain irumstanes a deelerated mirodynamis may even aelerate the marodynamis of
the VM, thus dereasing Tκ ompared to the linear VM.
The addition of a nonlinear inertia to the VM, eqn. (9), is a speial ase for turning the linear VM
into a nonlinear one (wheras the xed resistene would not hange the linear VM). In general,
nonlinear VM an be expressed as
w(1−θi|θi=σ, f
σ
i ) = κ(f) f
1−σ
i (10)
where κ(f) is a nonlinear, frequeny dependent funtion desribing how voter i reats on the
ourene of opposite opinions in its immediate neighborhood. Fig. 1 shows some possible
examples whih have their spei meaning in a soial ontext. Whereas any funtion κ(f) =
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const. > 0 desribes the linear VM, i.e. a majority voting or herding eet, a dereasing κ(f)
means minority voting, i.e. the voter tends to adopt the opinion of the minority. Nonmonotonous
κ(f) an aount for voting against the trend, i.e. the voter adopts an opinion as long as this is
not already the ruling opinion  a phenomenon whih is important e.g. in modeling the adoption
of fashion. An interpretation of these funtions in a population biology ontext will be given in
Set. 4.1
In onlusion, introduing the nonlinear response funtion κ(f) will allow us to hange the global
dynamis of the linear VM. Instead of reahing always onsensus, i.e. the exlusive domination of
one opinion or speies, we may be able to observe some more interesting marosopi dynamis,
for example the oexistene of both states. It is one of the aims of this paper to nd out,
under whih speiations of κ(f) we may in fat obtain a dynami transition that leads to a a
strutured, but not fully ordered state instead of a ompletely ordered state.
10 0.4 0.6 0.80.2
κ
minority voting
(majority voting)
linear VMagainst the trend
(f) f 1−
f 1−
σ
σ
Figure 1: Dierent nonlinear frequeny dependenies for eqn. (10). Note the pieewise lin-
ear funtions, as the number of neighbors m and thus the frequenies f have mostly disrete
values.
3 Stohasti Dynamis of the Voter Model
3.1 Mirosopi Dynamis
In order to give a omplete piture of the dynamis of the nonlinear VM, we have to derive the
stohasti dynamis for the whole system of N nodes, whereas eqn. (6) gives us only the loal
dynamis in the viinity of a partiular voter i. For N voters, the distribution of states is given
by
Θ = {θ1, θ2, ..., θN} (11)
Note that the state spae Ω of all possible ongurations is of the order 2N . In a stohasti
model, we onsider the probability p(Θ, t) of nding a partiular onguration at time t. If t
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is measured in disrete time steps (generations) and the network is synhronously updated, the
time-dependent hange of p(Θ, t) is desribed as follows:
p(Θ, t+∆t) =
∑
Θ′
p(Θ, t+∆t|Θ′, t)p(Θ′, t) (12)
where Θ′ denotes all possible realizations of Θ and p(Θ, t + ∆t|Θ′, t) denote the onditional
probabilities to go from state Θ′ at time t to Θ at time t+∆t. Eqn. (12) is based on the Markov
assumption that the dynamis at time t + ∆t may depend only on states at time t. With the
assumption of small time steps ∆t and the denition of the transition rates
w(Θ|Θ′, t) = lim
∆t→0
p(Θ, t+∆t|Θ′, t)
∆t
(13)
eqn. (12) an be transferred into a time-ontinuous master equation as follows:
d
dt
p(Θ, t) =
∑
Θ′
[
w(Θ|Θ′) p(Θ′, t)− w(Θ′|Θ) p(Θ, t)
]
(14)
In eqn. (14), the transition rates depend on the whole distribution Θ. However, in the frequeny
dependent dynamis introdued in Set. 2.1, only the oupation distribution of the loal neigh-
borhood of node i needs to be taken into aount. Therefore, it is appropriate to think about
some redued desription in terms of lower order distributions, suh as the loal oupation θi,
eqn. (2). In priniple, there are two dierent ways to solve this task. The rst one, the top-down
approah starts from the global distribution Θ in the whole state spae and then uses dierent
approahes to fatorize p(Θ, t). However, a Markov analysis [32℄ an only be arried out exatly
for small N , beause of the exponential N -dependene of the state spae. Thus, for larger N
suitable approximations, partly derived from theoretial onepts in omputer siene need to
be taken into aount.
In this paper, we follow a seond way whih is a bottom-up approah based on the loal desription
already given in Set. 2.1. I.e. starting from node i and its loal neighborhood, we want to derive
the dynamis for some appropriate marosopi variables desribing the nonlinear VM. Instead of
one equation for p(Θ, t) in the top-down approah, in the bottom-up approah we now have a set
of N stohasti equations for pi(θi, t), eqn. (14), whih are loally oupled beause of overlapping
neighborhoods, θi. In order to solve the dynamis, we need to disuss suitable approximations for
these loal orrelations. As we are interested in the marosopi dynamis, these approximations
will be done at the marosopi level. In order to do so, we rst derive a marosopi equation
from the stohasti eqn. (6), whih is arried out in the following setion.
3.2 Derivation of the marosopi dynamis
The key variable of the marosopi dynamis is the global frequeny xσ(t), dened in eqn. (1). In
order to ompare the averaged omputer simulations with results from analytial approximations
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later in Set. 5, we rst derive an equation for the expetation value 〈xσ〉. We do this without
an expliit determination of the transition rates and wish to emphasize that the formal approah
presented in Set. 3 remains valid not just for the voter model, but also for other dynami
proesses whih depend on neighbor interations (not only nearest neighbors) in various network
topologies.
For the derivation of the expetation value we start from the stohasti desription given in Set.
3.1, where p(Θ, t) denoted the probability to nd a partiular distribution Θ, eqn. (11), at time
t and Θ′ denoted all possible realizations of Θ eqn. (14). On one hand:
〈xσ(t)〉 =
1
N
∑
Θ′
(
N∑
i=1
δσθi
)
p(Θ′, t)
=
1
N
∑
Θ′
Nσ p(Θ
′, t) =
〈Nσ(t)〉
N
(15)
and on the other hand:
〈xσ(t)〉 =
1
N
N∑
i=1
∑
Θ′
δσθi p(Θ
′, t)
=
1
N
N∑
i=1
pi(θi=σ, t) (16)
By dierentiating eqn. (16) with respet to time and inserting the master eqn. (6), we nd the
following marosopi dynamis for the network:
d
dt
〈xσ(t)〉 =
1
N
N∑
i=1
∑
θ′i
[
w(σ|(1−σ), θ′i)×
×p(θi=(1−σ), θ
′
i, t)
−w(1−σ|σ, θ′i) p(θi=σ, θ
′
i, t)
]
(17)
For the further treatment of eqn. (17), we onsider a spei distribution of states on m + 1
nodes dened by σ0. This distribution is assigned to a partiular neighborhood of node i by
η0
i
(σ0) (eqn. (4)). Sine we are interested in how many times a speial realization of a spei
distribution σ0 is present in the population, we dene an indiator funtion
χ(η0
i
) ≡ χσ0(η
0
i
(σ0)) = δθiσ0 (18)
that is 1 if the neighborhood of node i has the distribution σ0, and 0 otherwise. Therefore, we
write the frequeny of the n-tuplet σ0 in the population as:
xσ0(Θ) :=
1
N
N∑
i=1
χ(η0
i
) (19)
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The expetation value is 〈
xσ0(t)
〉
=
∑
Θ′
xσ0(Θ
′) p(Θ′, t) (20)
Inserting eqn. (19) into eqn. (20), we verify that
〈
xσ0(t)
〉
=
1
N
N∑
i=1
∑
Θ′
χ(η0
i
) p(Θ′, t)
=
1
N
N∑
i=1
p(η0
i
, t)
(21)
beause of the denition of the marginal distribution. Using the identity p(η0
i
, t) = p(σ, η
i
, t),
we may rewrite eqn. (17) by means of eqn. (21) to derive the marosopi dynamis in the nal
form:
d
dt
〈xσ(t)〉 =
∑
σ′
[
w(σ|(1−σ), σ′)
〈
x(1−σ),σ′(t)
〉
− w(1−σ|σ, σ′)
〈
xσ,σ′(t)
〉 ] (22)
σ′ denotes the 2m possible ongurations of a spei oupation distribution σ, eqn. (3)). In
the following, we use 〈x〉 ≡ 〈x1〉 = 1− 〈x0〉. Then, the dynami for 〈x〉 reads:
d
dt
〈x(t)〉 =
∑
σ′
[
w(1|0, σ ′)
〈
x0,σ′(t)
〉
− w(0|1, σ ′)
〈
x1,σ′(t)
〉 ] (23)
The solution of eqn. (23) would require the omputation of the averaged global frequenies
〈
x1,σ
〉
and
〈
x0,σ
〉
for all possible oupation patterns σ, whih would be a tremendous eort. Therefore,
in the next setion we will introdue two analytial approximations to solve this problem. In Set.
5.1 we will further show by means of omputer simulations that these approximations are able
to desribe the averaged dynamis of the nonlinear VM.
3.3 Mean-Field Limit and Pair Approximation
As a rst approximation of eqn. (23), we investigate the mean-eld limit. Here the state of eah
node does not depend on the oupation distribution of its neighbors, but on m randomly hosen
nodes. In this ase the oupation distribution fatorizes:
〈
xσ0
〉
= 〈xσ〉
m∏
j=1
〈
xσj
〉
(24)
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For the marosopi dynamis, eqn. (23), we nd:
d
dt
〈x(t)〉 =
∑
σ′
[
w(1|0, σ ′) (1 − 〈x〉)
m∏
j=1
〈
xσj
〉
−w(0|1, σ ′) 〈x〉
m∏
j=1
〈
xσj
〉 ] (25)
For the alulation of the 〈x〉σj we have to look at eah possible oupation pattern σ for a
neighborhood m. This will be done in detail in Set. 4.1. Before, we disuss another analytial
approximation whih solves the marosopi eqn. (23) with respet to orrelations. This is the
so-alled pair approximation, where one is not interested in the oupation distribution of a whole
neighborhood σ0, eqn. (4)) but only in pairs of nearest neigbor nodes, σ, σ′ with σ′ ∈ {0, 1}.
That means the loal neighborhood of nearest neighbors is deomposed into pairs, i.e. bloks of
size 2 that are alled doublets.
Similar to eqn. (19), the global frequeny of doublets is dened as:
xσ,σ′ =
1
N
N∑
i=1
m∑
j=1
1
m
χ(θi = σ, θij = σ
′) (26)
The expeted value of the doublet frequeny is then given by
〈
xσ,σ′
〉
in the same way as in eqn.
(20). We now dene the orrelation term as:
cσ|σ′ :=
〈
xσ,σ′
〉
〈xσ′〉
(27)
negleting higher order orrelations. Thus cσ|σ′ an be seen as an approximation of the onditional
probability that a randomly hosen nearest neighbor of a node in state σ′ is in state σ. Using
the above denitions, we have the following relations:
〈xσ′〉 cσ|σ′ = 〈xσ〉 cσ′|σ ;
∑
σ′∈{0,1}
cσ′|σ = 1 (28)
For the ase of two speies σ ∈ {0, 1}, c1|1 and c0|0 are the inter-speies orrelations, while
c1|0 and c0|1 denote the intra-speies orrelations. Using 〈x〉 ≡ 〈x1〉, these orrelations an be
expressed in terms of only c1|1 and 〈x〉 as follows:
c0|1 =1− c1|1
c1|0 =
〈x〉 (1− c1|1)
1− 〈x〉
c0|0 =
1− 2 〈x〉+ 〈x〉 c1|1
1− 〈x〉
(29)
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Now, the objetive is to express the global frequeny of a spei oupation pattern
〈
xσ0
〉
,
eqn. (20), in terms of the orrelation terms cσ|σ′ . In pair approximation, it is assumed that the
states θij are orrelated only through the state θi and unorrelated otherwise. Then the global
frequeny terms in eqn. (22) an be approximated as follows:
〈
xσ0
〉
= 〈xσ〉
m∏
j=1
cσj |σ (30)
For the marosopi dynamis, eqn. (23), we nd in pair approximation:
d
dt
〈x(t)〉 =
∑
σ′
[
w(1|0, σ ′) (1− 〈x〉)
m∏
j=1
cσj |σ
− w(0|1, σ ′) 〈x〉
m∏
j=1
cσj |(1−σ)
] (31)
Note that the cσj |σ an be expressed in terms of c1|1 by means of eqn. (29). Thus, eqn. (31) now
depends on only two variables, 〈x〉 and c1|1. In order to derive a losed form desription, we need
an additional equation for c˙1|1. That an be obtained from eqn. (27):
dc1|1
dt
= −
c1|1
〈x〉
d
dt
〈x〉+
1
〈x〉
d
dt
〈x1,1〉 (32)
Eqn. (32) also requires the time derivative of the global doublet frequeny 〈x1,1〉. Even in their
lengthy form, the three equations for 〈x〉, c1|1, 〈x1,1〉 an easily be solved numerially. This gives
the approah some omputational advantage ompared to averaging over a number of mirosopi
omputer simulations for all possible parameter sets.
Although the approah derived so far is quite general in that it an be applied to dierent network
topologies and neighborhood sizes, spei expressions for these three equations of ourse depend
on these. Therefore, in the Appendix, these three equations are expliitly derived for a 2d regular
lattie with neighborhoodm = 4 using the spei transition rates introdued in the next setion.
In Set. 5.1, we further show that the pair approximation yields some harateristi quantities
suh as 〈x(t)〉 for the 2d regular lattie in very good agreement with the results of omputer
simulations.
4 Invasion versus Coexistene
4.1 Nonlinear Response Funtions
So far, we have developed a stohasti framework for (but not restrited to) nonlinear voter
models in a general way, without speifying two of the most important features, namely (i) the
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network topology whih denes the neighborhood, and (ii) the nonlinearity κ(f) whih denes
the response to the loal frequenies of the two dierent states. For (i), let us hoose a regular
network with m = 4, i.e. eah voter has 4 dierent neighbors. We note expliitly that our
modeling framework and the general results derived hold for all homogeneous networks, but for
the visualization of the results it will be most onvenient to hoose a regular square lattie, where
the neighbors appear next to a node. This allows us to observe the formation of marosopi
ordered states in a more onvenient way, without restriting the general ase. Eventually, to
illustrate the dynamis let us now assume a population biology ontext, where eah node is
oupied by an individual of either speies 0 or 1. The spreading of one partiular state is then
interpreted as the invasion of that respetive speies and the loal disappearene of the other one,
while the emergene of a omplete ordered state is seen as the omplete invasion or domination
of one speies together with the extintion of the other one.
Keeping in mind that we also onsider the state of node i itself, we an write the possible
transition rates, eqn. (10), for the neighborhood of n = m + 1 = 5 and θi = σ in the following
expliit way (f also [30℄):
fσi f
(1−σ)
i w(1−θi|θi=σ, f
σ
i )
1 0 α0
4/5 1/5 α1
3/5 2/5 α2
2/5 3/5 α3 = 1−α2
1/5 4/5 α4 = 1−α1
0 5/5 α5 = 1−α0
(33)
Eqn. (33) means that a partiular node i urrently in state θi = σ, or oupied by an individual
of speies σ where σ is either 0 or 1, will be oupied by an individual of speies (1−σ) with
a rate w(1−θi|θi=σ, f
σ
i ) that hanges with the loal frequeny f
σ
i in a nonlinear manner. The
dierent values of αn denote the produts κ(f)f
1−σ
i for the spei values of f given. I.e., the
αn dene the pieewise linear funtions shown in Fig. 1.
The general ase of six independent transition rates αn (n=0,...,5) in eqn. (33) an be redued
to three transition rates α0, α1, α2 by assuming a symmetry of the invasion dynamis of the two
speies, i.e. α2 + α3 = 1, α1 + α4 = 1 and α0 + α5 = 1. Further, assuming a pure frequeny
dependent proess, we have to onsequently hoose α0 = 0, beause in a omplete homogeneous
neighborhood, there is no inentive to hange to another state (there are no other speies around
to invade).
We reall that if the transition rates α1, α2 are diretly proportional to f
(1−σ)
, i.e. α1 = 0.2
and α2 = 0.4, this reovers the linear VM, eqn. (8). (Note that without the resistene of node
i disussed in Set. 2.2 the linear voter point would read as α1 = 0.25 and α2 = 0.5 instead.)
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Dependent on the relation of the two essential parameters α1, α2, we also nd dierent versions
of nonlinear VM, whih have their spei meaning in a population biology ontext:
(pf) 0 ≤ α1 ≤ α2 ≤ (1− α2) ≤ (1− α1) ≤ 1
(nf) 1 ≥ α1 ≥ α2 ≥ (1− α2) ≥ (1− α1) ≥ 0
(pa) 0 ≤ α1 ≤ α2, α2 ≥ (1− α2),
(1 − α2) ≤ (1− α1) ≤ 1
(na) 1 ≥ α1 ≥ α2, α2 ≤ (1− α2),
(1 − α2) ≥ (1− α1) ≥ 0 (34)
Note, that the parameters α1, . . . , α4 an be ordered in 24 dierent ways. These redue to 8
inequalities under the onditions α3 = 1 − α2 and α4 = 1 − α1. In eqn. (34), (pf) means
(pure) positive freqeny dependent invasion, where the transition rate inreases with an inreasing
number of individuals of the opposite speies (1−σ) in the neighborhood, and (nf) means (pure)
negative freqeny dependent invasion beause the transition rate dereases. The two other ases
desribe positive (pa) and negative (na) allee eets [30℄. These regions are desribed by 3
inequalities eah, all of whih show the same relative hange in parameter values, if going from
α1 to α4. Similar to the drawings in Fig. 1 this an be roughly visualized as an up-down-up hange
in region (pa) and a down-up-down hange in region (na). The dierent parameter regions are
shown in Fig. 2. On a rst glimpse, one would expet that the dynamis as well as the evolution
of global variables may be dierent in these regions. Thus, one of the aims of this paper is to
investigate whether or to what extent this would be the ase.
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
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α
2
Figure 2: Four dierent parameter regions for frequeny dependent invasion, aording to eqn.
(34). The linear voter point is indiated by •
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4.2 Mean-Field Analysis
In order to nd out about the inuene of the nonlinear response funtion κ(f), whih is speied
here in terms of α1, α2, let us start with the mean-eld approah that lead to eqn. (25). As we
outlined in Set. 3.3, the alulation of the
〈
xσj
〉
in eqn. (25) requires to look at eah possible
oupation pattern σ for a neighborhood m, for instane, σ = {0010}. The mean-eld approah
assumes that the ourene of eah 1 or 0 in the pattern an be desribed by the global frequenies
x and (1−x), respetively (for simpliity, the abbreviation x ≡ 〈x〉 will be used in the following).
For the example of string σ = {0010} we nd
∏〈
xσj
〉
= x(1−x)3. The same result yields
for σ = {0100} and for any other string that ontains the same number of 1 and 0, i.e. there
are exatly
(4
1
)
dierent possibilities. For strings with two nodes of eah speies,
(4
2
)
times the
ontribution
∏〈
xσj
〉
= x2(1−x)2 results, et. Inserting eqn. (33) for the transition rates, we
nd with α0 = 0 the equation for the mean-eld dynamis:
dx
dt
= (1− x)
[
4α1x(1− x)
3 + 6α2x
2(1− x)2
+ 4(1− α2)x
3(1− x) + (1− α1)x
4
]
−x
[
(1− α1)(1− x)
4 + 4(1 − α1)x(1− x)
3
+ 6α2x
2(1− x)2 + 4α1x
3(1− x)
]
(35)
The xed points of the mean-eld dynamis an be alulated from eqn. (35) using x˙ = 0. We
nd:
x(1) = 0 ; x(2) = 1 ; x(3) = 0.5
x(4,5) = 0.5±
√
β1/4β2 (36)
β1 ≡ α2 + 1.5α1 − 0.7; β2 ≡ α2 − 0.5α1 − 0.3
The rst three stationary solutions denote either a omplete invasion of one speies or an equal
share of both of them. Nontrivial solutions, i.e. a oexistene of both speies with dierent
shares of the total population, an only result from x(4,5), provided that the solutions are (i)
real and (ii) in the interval {0, 1}. The rst requirement means that the two funtions β1, β2 are
either both positive or both negative. The seond requirement additionally results in α1 ≤ 0.2 if
α2 ≥ 0.4 and α1 ≥ 0.2 if α2 ≤ 0.4. This leads to the phase diagram of the mean-eld ase shown
in Fig. 3.
In order to verify the stability of the solutions, we have further done a perturbation analysis (see
also Set. 4.4). The results an be summarized as follows:
• In the regions a and b of the mean-eld phase diagram, Fig. 3, xstat = 0 and xstat = 1 are
the only stable xed points of the dynamis, while x = 0.5 is an unstable xed point (f.
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Figure 3: Phase diagram of the invasion dynamis in the mean-eld ase. For the dierent areas
see text. The funtions β1 = 0 and β2 = 0 are given by eqn. (36). The areas in lighter gray
indiate imaginary solutions of x(4,5), eqn. (36) while the areas in darker gray (olor: yellow)
indiate solutions of x(4,5) outside the {0, 1} interval. The linear voter point is indiated by •.
Note that the physially relevant solutions x1,2,3 are the same in the lighther gray and darker
gray (olor: yellow) areas, however their stability is dierent in (a,b) and (d,e).
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Figure 4: Bifuration diagram of the stationary solutions dependent on α1 and α2. (top) α1 = 0.1,
(bottom) α2 = 0.1. The solid lines refer to stable solutions, the dashed lines to unstable ones.
The notations a-f refer to the respetive areas in the phase diagram, Fig. 3.
also Fig. 4top). Speies 1 with x(t=0) < 0.5 will most likely beome extint, while it will
remain as the only survivor for x(t=0) > 0.5. Thus, the region (a, b) an be haraterized
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as the region of invasion.
• In region c, the mean-eld limit predits the three stable xed points 0, 1 and 0.5. The
attrator basin for 0.5 is the largest as Fig. 4(top) indiates. The separaties are given
by the unstable solutions x(4,5), eqn. (36). In this parameter region, the mean-eld limit
predits either oexistene of both speies with equal shares, or invasion of one speies,
dependent on the initial ondition x(t=0).
• In the regions d and e, only one stable xed point xstat = 0.5 an be found, while the
solutions 0 and 1 are unstable (f. also Fig. 4bottom). Thus, the mean-eld approah
predits the oexistene of both speies with equal share.
• Finally, in region f the solutions 0, 1 and 0.5 are unstable xed points , but the two
remaining solutions x(4,5), eqn. (36) are stable xed points (f. Fig. 4bottom). Thus, this
region is the most interesting one, sine it seems to enable nontrivial solutions, i.e. an
asymmetri oexistene of both speies with dierent shares. We note again, that this is
a predition of the mean-eld analysis. At the intersetion of regions f and a, these two
solutions approah 0 and 1, while at the intersetion of regions f and e they both onverge
to 0.5.
We will ompare these mean-eld preditions both with omputer simulations and analytial
results from the pair approximations later in this paper. Before, in Sets. 4.3, 4.4 we would like
to point to some interesting (α1, α2) ombinations in this phase diagram where the mean-eld
analysis does not give a lear piture of the dynamis.
4.3 Deterministi limit
The rst set of interesting points are (α1, α2) ombinations of values 0 and 1, suh as (α1, α2) =
(0, 0) et. These ases are speial in the sense that they desribe the deterministi limit of the
nonlinear voter dynamis. Whereas for 0 < αn < 1 always a nite probability exist to hange
to the opposite state, for (0, 0) the state of node i never hanges as long as at least half of
the nearest neighbor nodes are oupied by the same speies. On the other hand, it will always
hange if more then half of the neighboring nodes are oupied by the other speies. This refers to
a deterministi positive frequeny invasion proess. Similarly, a deterministi negative frequeny
invasion proess is desribed by (1, 1).
The deterministi dynamis, as we know from various other examples, may lead to a ompletely
dierent outome as the stohasti ounterpart. In order to verify that we have onduted om-
puter simulations using a ellular automaton (CA), i.e., a two-dimensional regular lattie with
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periodi boundary onditions and synhronous update of the nodes. The latter one an be ar-
gued, but we veried that there are no hanges in the results of the omputer simulations if the
sequential update is used. The time sale for the synhronous update is dened by the number
of simulation steps. If not stated otherwise, the initial onguration is taken to be a random dis-
tribution (within reasonable limits) of both speies, i.e. initially eah node is randomly assigned
one of the possible states, {0, 1}. Thus, the initial global frequeny is x(t=0) = 0.5. Fig. 5 shows
snapshots of omputer simulations of the deterministi dynamis taken in the (quasi-)stationary
dynami regime.
(a) (0, 1) (b) (1, 1)
() (0, 0) (d) (1, 0)
Figure 5: Spatial snapshots of a deterministi frequeny dependent invasion proess for dierent
ombinations of (α1, α2). The pitures are taken after t = 10
2
time steps, exept for (a), where
t = 104. Lattie size: 80× 80. In all pitures blak dots refer to speies 1.
If we ompare the snapshots of the deterministi voter dynamis with the mean-eld predition,
the following observations an be made:
1. A spatial oexistene of both speies is observed for the (α1, α2) values (0, 0), Fig. 5(),
(1, 0), Fig. 5(d), (1, 1), Fig. 5(b), where the global frequeny in the stationary state is
xstat = 0.5. This ontradits with the mean-eld predition for (0, 0), whih is part of
region (a) and thus should display omplete invasion.
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2. A omplete invasion of one speies is observed for
(α1, α2) = (0, 1), Fig. 5(a). This would agree with the mean-eld predition of ei-
ther oexistene or invasion. A loser look at the bifuration diagram, Fig. 4(top), however
tells us that for the given intial ondition x(t = 0) = 0.5 the stationary outome should
be oexistene, whereas the deterministi limit shows always invasion as was veried by
numerous omputer simulations with varying initial onditions.
3. For the deterministi frequeny dependent proesses (0, 0), (1, 0) the spatial pattern be-
omes stationary after a short time. For the negative frequeny dependene (1, 1) the
pattern ips between two dierent ongurations at every time step. So, despite a onstant
global frequeny xstat = 0.5 in the latter ase, loal reongurations prevent the pattern
from reahing a ompletely stationary state, but it may be regarded as (quasi-)stationary,
i.e. the marosopi observables do not hange but mirosopi hanges still our.
4. In both  positive and negative  deterministi frequeny dependene ases, individuals
of the same speies tend to aggregate in spae, albeit in dierent loal patterns. For the
positive frequeny dependene, we see the ourene of small lusters, Fig. 5(), or even
omplete invasion, Fig. 5(a), based on the loal feedbak within the same speies. For
the negative frequeny dependene however we observe the formation of a meander-like
struture that is also known from physio-hemial struture formation [41℄. It results from
the antagonisti eort of eah speies to avoid individuals of the same kind, when being
surrounded by a majority of individuals of the opposite speies.
In onlusion, the mean-eld analysis given in this setion may provide a rst indiation of how
the nonlinearities may inuene the voter dynamis. This, however, annot fully extended to the
limiting ases given by the deterministi dynamis.
4.4 Perturbation Analysis of the Linear Voter Point
The other interesting (α1, α2) ombination is the linear voter point (0.2, 0.4) where all dierent
regions of the mean-eld phase diagram, Fig. 3, interset. Inserting (0.2, 0.4) into eqn. (35)
yields dx/dt = 0 regardless of the value of x, i.e. x(t) = x(t = 0) for all initial onditions. This
important feature of the linear VM was already disussed in Set. 2.2. We reall that, while
on the one hand the mirosopi realizations always reah onsensus (omplete invasion of one
speies) in the long term, on the other hand an averaged outome over many realizations shows
that the share of the winning speies is distributed as x(t = 0). To put it the other way round,
the mean-eld limit disussed failes here beause it does not give us any indiation of the fat
that there is a ompletely ordered state in the linear VM. The averaged outome, for example
x = 0.5, an result both from omplete invasion of speies 1 (50 oexistene of the two speies.
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Both of these outomes exist in the immediate neighborhood of the linear voter point as Fig. 3
shows. In order to get more insight into this, we will later use the pair approximation derived
in Set. 3.3. Here, we rst follow a perturbation approah, i.e. we add a small perturbation to
the solution desribing the marosopi ordered state of omplete invasion (onsensus). In terms
of the nonlinear response funtion κ(f), expressed by the αn in eqn. (33), this means a nonzero
value of α0 = ε, i.e. a small parameter indiating the perturbation. With this, we arrive at a
modied mean-eld equation:
dxp
dt
= ε
[
(1− x)5 − x5
]
+
dx
dt
(37)
where dx/dt is given by the nonperturbated mean-eld eqn. (35) and the index p shall indiate
the presene of the perturbation ε. Consequently, this hanges both the value of the xed points,
previously given by eqn. (36) and their stability. Instead of a omplete analysis in the (ε, α1, α2)
parameter state, we restrit the investigations to the viinity of the linear voter point (α1, α2) =
(0.2, 0.4) where dx/dt = 0. Eqn. (37) then returns only one real stationary solution, xstatp = 0.5,
whih is independent of ε and stable. Consequently, any nite perturbation will destroy the
harateristi feature of reahing an ordered state in the linear VM, i.e. omplete invasion, and
leaves only oexistene of both speies as a possible outome. This is little surpising beause
adding an α0 > 0 to the dynamis transforms the former attrator x→ 0, 1 into a repellor, i.e. it
prevents reahing the ordered state. More interesting the question is, how the perturbated linear
voter dynamis looks in detail. This is investigated in the next setion by means of omputer
simulation, and in Set. 5.1 by means of the pair approximation approah.
4.5 Computer simulations of the perturbated CA
For further insight into the dynamis of the nonlinear VM, we perform some omputer simulations
using the CA approah already desribed in Set. 4.3. Is important to notie that we have hosen
dierent sets of the parameters α1, α2 from the region of positive frequeny dependene, as dened
in Fig. 2. I.e., the transition towards the opposite state stritly inreases with the number of
neighbors in that state (majority voting). So one would naively expet a similar marosopi
dynamis in that region as done in [30℄ This however is not the ase as the following simulations
indiate. A thorough analysis is presented in Set. 5.2
In order to study the stability of the global dynamis for the dierent α1, α2 settings in the viinity
of the linear voter point, we have added a small perturbation α0 = ε. As the investigations of
Set. 4.4 have indiated, we should no longer expet onsensus for the perturbated linear VM,
but some sort of oexistene. In fat, we observe an interesting nonstationary pattern formation
we all orrelated oexistene. Fig. 6 (obtained for another range of parameters α1, α2) shows
an example of this. We nd a long-term oexistene of both speies, whih is aompanied by
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a spatial struture formation. Here, the spatial pattern remains always nonstationary and the
global frequeny randomly utuates around a mean value of x=0.5, as shown by Fig. 7.
(a) (b)
() (d)
Figure 6: Spatial snapshots of a positive frequeny dependent invasion proess with α1 = 0.24,
α2 = 0.30, ε = 10
−4
(nonstationary, orrelated oexistene). (a) t = 101, (b) t = 102 () t = 103,
(d) t = 104. Note that a simulation using the parameters of the linear VM, α1 = 0.2, α2 = 0.4,
would look statistially similar, and also the utuations of the global frequenies shown in Fig.
7 are quite similar.
In more spei terms, the regime dened as 'orrelated oexistene' is a paramagneti phase
with nite domain length, typial of partially phase-separated systems. We mention that suh
a regime was also observed in some related investigations of the VM and other nonlinear spin
models with Ising behavior [15, 17℄. Also, a similar transition was observed in the Abrams-
Strogatz model [1℄, where the transition rate is a power a of the loal eld. The stability of the
solutions then hanges at a = 1, from oexistene for a < 1 to dominane for a > 1.
In order to nd out about the range of parameters in the nonlinear VM resulting in the quite
interesting phenomenon of orrelated oexistene, we have varied the parameters α1, α2 within
the region of positive frequeny dependene. Fig. 6 atually shows results from a set piked from
region (f) in Fig. 3, where the mean-eld analysis predits an asymmetri oexistene of both
speies. Obviously, the nonstationarity results from the perturbation ε.
However, for other sets α1, α2 in the positive frequeny dependene region the perturbation does
not prevent the system from reahing a global ordered state, i.e. invasion of one speies as Fig. 8
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Figure 7: Global frequeny of speies 1 vs. time (a) for the linear voter model, α1 = 0.2, α2 = 0.4,
ε = 10−4, and (b) for the same setup and parameters as in Fig. 6. The initial frequeny is
x(t=0)=0.5 for both runs.
veries. This proess is aompanied by a lustering proess and eventually a segregation of both
speies indiated by the formation of spatial domains. Fig. 9 depits the evolution of the global
frequeny x(t) of speies 1 for dierent intitial frequenies x(t=0). In every ase, one speies
beomes extint. For x(t=0) > 0.5 speies 1 is the most likely survivor, while for x(t=0) < 0.5
it is most likely to beome extint. For x(t=0) = 0.5, random events during the early stage
deide about its outome.
On the other hand, the perturbation also does not indue an ordered state as the random o-
existene in Fig. 10 shows, whih was again obtained from parameter settings in the region of
positive frequeny dependene. So, we onlude that omputer simulations of positive frequeny
dependent proesses show three dierent dynami regimes (dependent on the parameters α1,
α2): (i) omplete invasion, (ii) random oexistene, and (iii) orrelated oexistene. While for (i)
and (ii) the outome is in line with the mean-eld predition shown in Fig. 4, this does not im-
mediately follows for (iii). So, we are left with the question whether the interesting phenomenon
of orrelated oexistene is just beause of the perturbation of some ordered state, or whether it
may also exist inspite of ε.
We just add that for negative frequeny dependent invasion, eqn. (34), the the spatial pattern
remains random, similar to Fig. 10. Furthermore, regardless of the initial frequeny x(t=0) , on a
very short time sales, a global frequeny xstat=0.5 is always reahed. That means we always nd
oexistene between both speies. We onlude that for negative frequeny dependene xstat=0.5
is the only stable value, whih is in agreement with the mean-eld predition, whereas for positive
frequeny dependene the situation is not as lear.
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(a) (b)
() (d)
Figure 8: Spatial snapshots of a positive frequeny dependent invasion proess with α1 = 0.1,
α2 = 0.3, ε = 10
−4
(omplete invasion). (a) t = 101, (b) t = 102 () t = 103, (d) t = 104.
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Figure 9: Global frequeny of speies 1 vs. time for the same setup and parameters as in Fig. 8.
The initial frequenies x(t=0) of the four dierent runs are: (a) 0.6, (b) 0.5, () 0.5, (d) 0.4.
.
5 Derivation of a phase diagram
To answer the question what ranges of α1, α2 eventually lead to what kind of marosopi
dynamis, we now make use of the pair approximation already derived in Set. 3.3 as a rst
orretion to the mean-eld limit. Here, we follow a two-step strategy: First, we investigate how
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Figure 10: Spatial snapshots of a positive frequeny dependent invasion proess with α1 = 0.3,
α2 = 0.4, ε = 10
−4
(random oexistene). The snapshot shown at t = 105 is statistially
equivalent to the initial random state.
well the pair approximation, eqs. (38), (43), (44) of the marosopi dynamis, eqn. (23), predit
the global quantities 〈x〉 and c1|1. In order to speify the network topology, we use again the CA
desribed above. Seond, we use the pair approximation to derive a phase diagram in the ase of
loal interation. Eventually, we test whether these ndings remain stable against perturbations
of the ordered state. All preditions are tested by omparison with omputer simulations of the
mirosopi model, from whih we alulate the quantities of interest and average them over 50
runs.
5.1 Global frequenies and spatial orrelations
Here we have to distinguish between the three dierent dynami regimes already indiated in
Set. 4.5.
Regime (i), omplete invasion, is haraterized by xed points of the marosopi dynamis of
either {〈x〉 , c1|1} = {1, 1} or {〈x〉 , c1|1} = {0, 0}. The CA simulations as well as also the pair
approximation of the dynamis quikly onverge to one of these attrators, dependent on the
initial onditions.
Regime (ii), random oexistene, has only one xed point, {〈x〉 , c1|1} = {0.5, 0.5}, to whih the
CA simulations quikly onverge. The pair approximation onverges to 〈x〉 = 0.5 after some initial
deviations from the CA simulation, i.e. it relaxes on a dierent time sale (t > 40), but is orret
in the long run. The approximation of the loal orrelation c1|1 shows some deviations from the
predited value, c1|1 = 0.5. We have tested the ase of random oexistene for various parameter
values and found values for c1|1 between 0.4 and 0.6. The disrepany is understandable, sine in
the ase of long-term oexistene some of the spatial patterns ip between two dierent random
ongurations with high frequeny. Thus, while the global frequeny settles down to 0.5, the
mirosopi dynamis is still nonstationary.
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Regime (iii), orrelated oexistene, the most interesting one, is haterized by an average global
frequeny of 〈x〉 = 0.5 again, however the existing loal orrelations lead to a muh higher
value of c1|1 > 0.6. This is shown in Fig. 11, where we nd c1|1 ≈ 0.7 from the CA simulations
and c1|1 ≈ 0.65 from the pair approximation. I.e., for the ase of spatial domain formation the
long-range orrelations an be well aptured by the pair approximation, whereas this was less
satisfatory for the short-range orrelations of the random patterns.
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Figure 11: Global frequeny 〈x〉 with min-max deviations (top) and spatial orrelation c1|1
(bottom) for the ase of orrelated oexistene. The two urves shown in the bottom part result
from averaging over 50 CA simulations (blak dotted line) and from the pair approximation
(green solid line) The parameters are as in Figs. 6, 7. (top)
5.2 Determining the phase boundary
The insights into the dynamis of the nonlinear VM derived in this paper are now summarized in
a phase diagram that identies the dierent parameter regions (α1, α2) for the possible dynami
regimes identied in the previous setions. In order to nd the boundaries between these dierent
regimes, we arried out CA simulations of the omplete parameter spae, 0 ≤ (α1, α2) ≤ 1.
Preisely, for every single run the long-term stationary values of x and c1|1 were obtained and
then averaged over 50 simulations. As desribed above, the three dierent regimes ould be learly
separated by their {〈x〉 , c1|1} values, whih were used to identify the phase boundary between
the dierent regimes. The outome of the CA simulations is shown in the phase diagram of Fig.
12 (top) and should be ompared with Fig. 3, whih results from the mean-eld analysis in Set.
3.3 and thus neglets any kind of orrelation.
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Figure 12: Phase diagram of the nonlinear voter model: (top) CA simulations, averaged over
50 runs (c1|1 = 0.7), (bottom) pair approximation. Phase boundaries for ε = 0 resulting from
c1|1 = 0.65 (upper limit): left  red solid line, right  blak solid line, for omparison phase
boundaries resulting from c1|1 = 0.60 (lower limit): left  red solid line (idential with c1|1 = 0.65),
right  red solid line on the far right. Dashed red lines indiate the shift of the phase boundaries
for c1|1 = 0.60 if ε = 0.02. The linear voter point (0.2,0.4) is indiated by •. Further, ✸ marks
those three parameter sets from the positive frequeny dependene region where CA simulations
are shown in Figs. 8, 6, 10 (see also global frequeny 〈x〉 and loal orrelation c1|1 in Figs. 7, 9,
11). The straight dashed lines mark the dierent parameter areas given in eqn. (34) whih are
also shown in Fig. 2.
Instead of the six regions distinguished in Fig. 3, in the loal ase we an distinguish two dierent
regions divided by one separatrix: The parameter region left of the separatrix refers to the
omplete invasion of one of the speies, with high loal orrelations during the evolution. In
the CA simulations, we observe the formation of domains that grow in the ourse of time until
exlusive domination prevails. Asymptotially, a stationary pattern is observed, with 〈x〉 = 1 (or
0) and c1|1 = 1 (or 0) (f the simulation results show in Figs. 8, 9). I.e., the system onverges
into a 'frozen' state with no dynamis at all. The region to the right of the separatrix refers to
random oexistene of both speies with 〈x〉 = 0.5 and no loal orrelations, i.e. c1|1 = 0.5. In
the CA simulations, we observe nonstationary random patterns that hange with high frequeny
(f. Fig. 10).
Both regions are divided by a separatrix. As shown in Fig. 12 (top), the separatrix is divided into
two piees by the linear voter point, (0.2,0.4). Above that point, the separatrix is very narrow,
but below the voter point it has in fat a ertain extension in the parameter spae. Looking at
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the dynamis on the separatrix, we nd that the mean frequeny is 〈x〉 = 0.5 both above and
below the voter point (see also Fig. 11, top). The loal orrelation c1|1 = 0.7 holds within the
whole extended area of the separatrix whih identies it as the region of orrelated oexistene
(see also Fig. 11, bottom).
The question is how well this phase diagram an be predited by using the pair approximation
of the dynamis, desribed by eqs. (38), (44). For a omparison, the oupled equations were
numerially solved to get the asymptoti solutions for {〈x〉 , c1|1} (whih looks ompliated but
is numerially very fast and eient). In order to distinguish between the three regimes, we
have to dene a ritial c1|1 value for the orrelations. Whereas in the CA simulations c1|1 = 0.7
indiated a orrelated nonstationary oexistene, this value was never reahed using the pair
approximation (see Fig. 11, bottom), so c1|1 ≤ 0.65 ould be regarded as an upper limit for the
ase of orrelated oexistene. Random oexistene, on the other end, yielded c1|1 = 0.5 in the
CA simulations and a value between 0.4 and 0.6 in the pair approximation. So, given suitable
initial onditions, we an regard c1|1 ≥ 0.6 as a lower limit, to identify orrelated oexistene.
The results are shown in Fig. 12 (bottom) whih shall be ompared with the phase diagram
above (Fig. 12, top).
Fig. 12 (bottom) shows the inuene of the c1|1 threshold value. With the lower limit, we nd a
quite broad region of orrelated oexistene, whih for example also inludes the point (0.3, 0.4)
for whih a random oexistene in the CA simulations was shown in Fig. 10. Using the upper
limit c1|1 = 0.65 results in a muh smaller region of orrelated oexistene. Comparing this
with the CA simulations above, we an verify that the pair approximation orretly predits the
extended region below the voter point and also shows how it beomes more narrow above the
voter point. One should note that the left border of the separatris is not aeted by the threshold
value, whereas the right border shifts onsiderably. The left border also ontains the voter point
(independent of the c1|1 threshold value), for whih a omplete invasion an be observed.
Therefore, it is quite interesting to look into hanges of the phase diagram if additional pertur-
bations are onsidered (see also Set. 4.4). Fig. 12 (bottom) shows (for the threshold c1|1 = 0.6)
that this does not aets the existene of the three dynami regimes and most notably of the
extended separatrix below the voter point, but only shifts the boundaries toward the left, depen-
dent on the value of α0 = ε (this an be also veried for c1|1 = 0.65 but is omitted here, to keep
the gure readable). Thus, the onsideration of perturbations in the phase diagram reveals that
it is indeed the nonlinearity in the voter model whih allows for the interesting phenomenon of
the orrelated oexistene and not just the perturbation.
A loser look into Fig. 12 (bottom) also shows that in the perturbated phase diagram the voter
point no longer lies on the boundary towards the region of omplete invasion but learly within
the region of orrelated oexististene. This is in agreement with the ndings in Set. 4.4 whih
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showed that for the linear VM omplete invasion is an unstable phenomenon and hanges into
orrelated oexistene for nite ε.
6 Disussion and Conlusions
In this paper, we investigated a loal model of frequeny dependent proesses, whih for example
models the dynamis of two speies {0, 1} in a spatial environment. Individuals of these speies
(also alled 'voters') are seen as nodes of a network assumed as homogeneous in this paper (i.e.
all nodes have the same number of neighbors, m). The basi assumption for the mirosopi
dynamis is that the probability to oupy a given node with either speies 0 or 1 depends on
the frequeny of this speies in the immediate neighborhood. Dierent from other investigations,
we have ounted in the state of the enter node as well (see Set. 2.2) and have further onsidered
a nonlinear response of the voters to the loal frequenies.
Studies of a nonlinear version of the traditional voter model (without ounting the state of the
entral node and with sequential dynamis) have already been analyzed before. Ref. [30℄, as
pointed out before, is losest to our investigations, but restrited itself to the mean-eld analysis
and omputer simulations of the 2d ase, to obtain a phase diagram similar to Fig. 12 (top).
[32℄, on the other hand, have provided a Markov analysis whih is restrited only to very small
CA. The two-parameter model in [15℄ is for y = 1 a nonlinear voter model that exhibits at the
voter point (x = 1/2) a transition from a ferromagneti phase, i.e. invasion, for x > 1/2 to a
paramagneti phase (orrelated oexistene) for x < 1/2. Also the ase of the 'perturbated linear
voter model' is inluded in the model, for x = 1/2 and y < 1. Similar results are also presented in
[18℄, whih points out relations to random branhing proesses, and in [11℄, where the emphasis
is on investigations of the interfae density, to desribe the oarsening proess. A reent paper
[52℄ also shows for spin systems with two symmetri absorbing states (suh as the VM) that the
marosopi dynamis only depends on the rst derivatives of the spin-ip probabilities.
In our paper, we set out for a formal approah that allows to derive the dynamis on dierent
levels: (i) a stohasti dynamis on the mirolevel, whih is used for referene omputer simula-
tions but also allows a derivation of the (ii) marosopi dynamis for the key variables, given in
terms of dierential equations. This marosopi dynamis is then analysed by two dierent ap-
proximations, (i) a mean-eld approximation that neglets any loal interation in the network,
and (ii) a loal approximation onsidering orrelations between pairs of nearest neighbors. In
order to test the validity of these approximations, we ompare their preditions with the averaged
outome of the mirosopi omputer simulations. We like to emphasize that our approah is
general enough to be applied to various forms of frequeny dependent proesses on homogeneous
networks with dierent number of neighbors. Even if a two-dimensional regular lattie is used to
illustrate the dynamis, the approah is not restrited to that.
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Our main result, in addition to the general framework for nonlinear frequeny dependent pro-
esses, is the derivation of a phase diagram using the pair approximation derived in this paper.
This approah predits orretly both the type of the dynamis and the asymptoti values of the
key variables dependent on the possible nonlinearities for the ase of loal interation, m = 4.
The predited phase diagram was veried by omparision with extensive mirosopi omputer
simulations rastering the whole parameter spae. While the struture of the phase diagram was
already known from previous omputer simulations presented in [30℄ we ould demonstrate that
the pair approximation works very well both for prediting the orret phase boundaries and the
dynamis within these phases. It should be notied that the pair approximation is a valuable
tool, partiularly with respet to omputational eorts. The omputer simulations are muh more
timeonsuming, sine the results of the dierent runs have to be averaged afterwards. The pair
approximation, on the other hand, is based on only 2 oupled equations and therefore needs less
omputational eort. In the following, we disuss some of the interesting ndings.
The region of orrelated oexistene: Analysing the nonlinear VM with loal interation has
shown that there are in fat only three dierent dynami regimes dependent on the nonlinearities
(α1, α2): (i) omplete invasion, (ii) random oexistene, and (iii) orrelated oexistene. The
rst one is already known as the standard behavior of the linear VM. Consequently the only
interesting feature, namely the time to reah the ordered state dependent on the network size
and topology, has been the subjet of many investigations [9, 48, 49℄. Number (ii), on the other
hand, only leads to trivial results as no real dynamis is observed. Thus, the most interesting
regime is (iii) orrelated oexistene, whih an be found in a small, but not negligible parameter
region below the voter point. This region separates the two dominant regimes (i) and (ii) and
therefore was alled a separatrix here. Going over from the right to the left side of the phase
diagram in that region, we notie a transition from 0.5 to 1.0 (or 0.0 respetively) in the mean
frequeny, and from 0.5 to 0.7 to 1.0 in the loal orrelations. Thus, in fat c1|1 separates the two
dynami regimes (i) and (ii) (below the voter point). For parameters hosen from that region, we
nd in the CA simulations a long-term and nonstationary oexistene between the two speies
as on the right side of the phase diagram. But we also nd the long-range spatial orrelations
that lead to the formation of spatial domains as shown e.g. in Fig. 6  whih is harateristi
for the left side of the phase diagram. The spatial pattern formation is also indiated by large
utuations of 〈x〉 shown in Fig. 11(top). A single run, as shown in Fig. 7, learly indiates the
long-term nonstationary oexistene of both speies.
We emphasize that the separatrix between the two dynami regimes is well predited by the
marosopi dynamis resulting from the pair approximation (as an be learly seen in Fig. 12).
Most importantly, we ould verify that the orrelated oexistene of both speies is not simply
the eet of an additional perturbation, but results from the nonlinear interation.
Comparison with the mean-eld phase diagram: In our paper, the mean-eld approximation plays
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the role of a referene state used to demonstrate the dierenes of the loal analysis. The phase
diagram of Fig. 3 distinguishes between six dierent regions, whereas the one in the loal ase,
Fig. 12 (top) shows only three. Comparing the two phase diagrams, we realize that the most
interesting regions in Fig. 3, namely () and (f), have simply ollapsed into the separatrix shown
in Fig. 12. The region () of unstable asymmetri oexistene or multiple outome, respetively
(see Set. 4.2), relates to the separatrix line above the voter point. It should be notied that the
phase diagram for loal interation, Fig. 12, orretly predits that the deterministi behavior
for (α1, α2) = (0, 1) leads to omplete invasion (see Set. 5.2 and Fig. 5(a)).
The region (f) of stable asymmetri oexistene relates to the extended area of the separatrix
shown below the voter point in Fig. 12, where we still see a oexistene of both speies - but the
asymmetry between the two speies relates to their hanging dominane over time, as Figs. 7, 11
(top) learly illustrate. We onlude that in the loal ase no regions of stationary and asymmetri
oexistene between the two speies exist, as was predited by the mean-eld analysis. However,
we nd a (small but extended) region on the separatrix that shows the nonstationary and
asymmetri oexistene of the two speies for single realizations (whih results in a symmetri
oexistene averaged over runs, 〈x〉 = 0.5, see Fig. 11, top).
The role of positive frequeny dependene: The possible nonlinear responses in frequeny depen-
dent proesses an be distinguished in four parameter areas of positive and negative frequeny
dependene and positive and negative allee eets, as Fig. 2 shows. Previous investigations [30℄
assigned a dynami leading to invasion to a positive frequeny dependene, while assoiating a
spatial oexistene with negative frequeny dependene. Our investigations have shown that suh
an assignment does not unambiguously hold. In partiular, a random oexistene an be found
for negative frequeny dependent dynamis as well as for positive frequeny depenene, whih
was so far assigned to omplete invasion only [30℄. On the other hand, omplete invasion is not
observed only for positive frequeny dependene, but also for positive and negative allee eets.
A random spatial oexistene an be found for positive and negative allee dynamis as well. The
only ase where just one dynami regime an be observed is the ase of negative frequeny de-
pendene. We note, however, that the nonstationary long-term oexistene with spatial pattern
formation ours both for the positive frequeny dependene and the negative allee dynamis,
given that the parameters are hosen from the most interesting zone of the separatrix below the
voter point.
In onlusion, the region of positive frequeny dependene bears in fat a muh more riher
dynamis, as it is transeted by the separatrix we identied in the loal analysis and thus shows
all three types of dynamis we ould identify for nonlinear voter models, namely (i) omplete
invasion of one of the speies via the formation of large domains, (ii) long-term oexistene of
both speies with random distribution, (iii) long-term oexistene of both speies with formation
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of nonstationary domains. However, the most interesting regime (iii) is not restrited to positive
frequeny dependent proesses, but an be also found for some negative allee eets.
We summarize our ndings by pointing out that nonlinear VM show indeed a very rih dynam-
is whih was not muh investigated yet. In addition to the phenomenon of omplete invasion
(or onsensus) whih ours also beyond the linear VM, we nd most interesting that ertain
parameter settings lead to a dynamis with nonstationarity and long-term orrelations. Thinking
about possible appliations of the VM, we see that in partiular this region has the potential to
model relevant observations, be it the temporal dominane of ertain speies in a habitat or the
temporal prevalene of ertain opions (or politial parties) in a soial system. The nonstation-
arity observed gives rise to the predition that suh dominane may not be the end, and hange
happens (even without additional perturbation).
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Appendix
Here we derive some expliit expressions for the three equations of the pair approximation dis-
ussed in Set. 3.3, for the global frequeny 〈x〉 (eqn. (31)), the doublet frequeny 〈x1,1〉 and the
orrelation term c1|1, eqn. (32)). The equations are derived for the neighborhood m = 4. We use
the notation x ≡ 〈x〉. Using eqn. (29) and the transition rates of eqn. (33), we nd for 〈x〉, eqn.
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(31) in pair approximation:
dx
dt
=ε
[ 1
(1− x)3
(1− 2x+ xc1|1)
4 − xc1|1
4
]
+ 4α1
[
x
(1− x)3
(1− 2x+ xc1|1)
3(1− c1|1)
− x(1− c1|1)c1|1
3
]
+ 6α2
[
x2
(1− x)3
(1− 2x+ xc1|1)
2(1− c1|1)
2
− x(1− c1|1)
2c1|1
2
]
+ (1− α1)
[
x4
(1− x)3
(1− c1|1)
4 − x(1− c1|1)
4
]
+ 4(1− α2)
[
x3
(1− x)3
(1− 2x+ xc1|1)(1− c1|1)
3
− x(1− c1|1)
3c1|1
]
(38)
We note that c1|1 = c1|0 = x and c0|0 = c0|1 = 1 − x in the mean-eld limit, in whih ase eqn.
(38) redues to eqn. (35).
In order to alulate the time derivative of the doublet frequeny 〈x1,1〉 we have to onsider how it
is aeted by hanges of σ in a spei oupation pattern of size m = 4, σ0 = {σ, σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4},
onsidering the σj as onstant. Again, in a frequeny dependent proess it is assumed that the
transition does not depend on the exat distribution of the σj , but only on the frequeny of a
partiular state σ in the neighborhood. Let Sσ,q desribe a neighborhood where the enter node
in state σ is surrounded by q nodes of the same state σ. For any given q ≤ m, there are
(
m
q
)
suh oupation patterns. The global frequeny of neighborhood Sσ,q is denoted as xσ,q with the
expetation value 〈xσ,q〉. Obviously, xσ,q an be alulated from the global frequenies xσ,σ′ of
all possible oupation distributions σ′ ( eqn. (3)), that math the ondition
zσ =
m∑
j=1
δσ,σj := q (39)
i.e. it is dened as
xσ,q =
∑
σ′,zσ
′ =q
xσ,σ′ (40)
Regarding the possible transitions, we are only interested in hanges of the doublet (1,1),
i.e. transitions (1, 1) → (0, 1) or (0, 1) → (1, 1). The transition rates shall be denoted as
w
(
(0, 1)|(1, 1), Sσ,q
)
and w
(
(1, 1)|(0, 1), Sσ,q
)
respetively, whih of ourse depend on the loal
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neighborhood Sσ,q. With this, the dynamis of the expeted doublet frequeny an be desribed
by the rate equation:
d
dt
〈x1,1〉 (t) =
m∑
q=0
[
w
(
(1, 1)|(0, 1), S0,q
)
〈x0,q〉
− w
(
(0, 1)|(1, 1), S1,q
)
〈x1,q〉
] (41)
In order to speify the transition rates of the doublets w
(
(σ′, 1)|(σ, 1), Sσ,q
)
, with σ′ = 1 − σ
and σ ∈ {0, 1}, we note that there are only 10 distint ongurations of the neighborhood. Let
us take the example σ0 = {1, 1, 1, 1, 1}. A transition 1 → 0 of the enter node would lead to
the extintion of 4 doublets (σ, σj) = (1, 1). On the other hand, the transition rate of the enter
node is ε as known from eqn. (33). This would result in w
(
(0, 1)|(1, 1), S1,4
)
∝ 4ε. However, for
a lattie of size N the number of doublets is 2N , whereas there are exatly N neighborhoods σ0.
Therefore, if we apply the transition rates of the single nodes, eqn. (33), to the transition of the
doublets, their rates have to be saled by 2. Similarly, if we take the example σ0 = {0, 1, 1, 1, 0},
a transition of the enter node 0 → 1 would our at the rate 1 − α2 and would reate 3 new
doublets. Applying the saling fator of 2, we verify that w
(
(1, 1)|(0, 1), S0,1
)
= 3/2 (1 − α2).
This way we an determine the other possible transition rates:
w
(
(0, 1)|(1, 1), S1,4
)
= 2ε
w
(
(0, 1)|(1, 1), S1,3
)
=
3
2
α1
w
(
(0, 1)|(1, 1), S1,2
)
= α2
w
(
(0, 1)|(1, 1), S1,1
)
=
1
2
(1− α2)
w
(
(0, 1)|(1, 1), S1,0
)
= 0
w
(
(1, 1)|(0, 1), S0,4
)
= 0
w
(
(1, 1)|(0, 1), S0,3
)
=
1
2
α1
w
(
(1, 1)|(0, 1), S0,2
)
= α2
w
(
(1, 1)|(0, 1), S0,1
)
=
3
2
(1− α2)
w
(
(1, 1)|(0, 1), S0,0
)
= 2(1 − α1)
(42)
Note that two of the transition rates are zero, beause the respetive doublets (1,1) or (0,1) do
not exist in the assumed neighborhood. Finally, we express the 〈xσ,q〉 in eqn. (41) by the
〈
xσ,σ′
〉
of eqn. (40) and apply the pair approximation, eqn. (30), to the latter one. This way, we arrive
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at the dynami equation for 〈x1,1〉:
d 〈x1,1〉
dt
=− 2εxc1|1
4
+ 2α1
[
x
(1− x)3
(1− x+ xc1|1)
3(1− c1|1)
− 3x(1− c1|1)c1|1
3
]
+ 6α2
[
x2
(1− x)3
(1− x+ xc1|1)
2(1− c1|1)
2c21|1
− x(1− c1|1)
2
]
+ 2(1 − α1)
[
x4
(1− x)3
(1− c1|1)
4
− x(1− c1|1)
3
]
+ 2(1 − α2)
[
x3
(1− x)3
3(1− 2x+ xc1|1)×
× (1− c1|1)
3 − x(1− c1|1)
3c1|1
]
(43)
The third equation, eqn. (32), for the orrelation term c1|1 an be obtained in explite form by
using eqn. (38) for 〈x〉 and eqn. (43) for 〈x1,1〉:
dc1|1
dt
=− ε
(
c1|1
x(1− x)3
(1− 2x+ xc1|1)
4 + c1|1
5 − 2c1|1
4
)
+ α1(1− c1|1)
[
c1|1
3(4c1|1 − 6)
− 2
1
(1 − x)3
(1− x+ xc1|1)
3(2c1|1 − 1)
]
+ 6α2(1− c1|1)
3
[
x
(1− x)3
(1− x+ xc1|1)
2 − c1|1
]
+ (1− α1)(1− c1|1)
4
[
x3
(1− x)3
(2− c1|1) + c1|1
]
+ (1− α2)(1− c1|1)
3
[
2c1|1(2c1|1 − 1)
+
x2
(1− x)3
(1− 2x+ xc1|1)(6− 4c1|1)
]
(44)
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